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The Rapid Alert System for Non-Food Products (RAPEX)

- Weekly overview report of RAPEX notifications

week 32 - 2014

Notification A12/1028/14 from week 26 of 2014 has been removed from the RAPEX website because the product is covered

by a previous notification (A12/0732/13 - Week 24 of 2013).

Level Type No. 
Ref.

Notifying
country

Product Risk Measures
adopted

by
notifying
country

Products
were

found and
measures

were
taken

also in:

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 1 

A12/1227/14

Spain Category: Electrical

appliances and

equipment

Product: Cable reel

Brand: Kevin Line

Name: Unknown

Type/number of

model: KLN-YJ-
G01425 (lot 030-W-

122)

Batch

number/Barcode:

5602225667003

OECD Portal

Category:
78000000 -

Electrical Supplies

Description: 25-
metre, four-socket

cable reel. The

packaging is a

cardboard box.

Country of origin:

China

Electric shock

Live parts are

accessible via

the socket

shutters.
Conductor

wires are
joined to the

socket

connections
by soldering

only and
could come

loose.

The product
does not

comply with
the

requirements

of the Low
Voltage

Directive and
the relevant

European

standard EN

61242.

Compulsory

measures:

Withdrawal of
the product

from the

market  

 

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 2 
A12/1228/14

Germany Category: Motor
vehicles

Product: Passenger

car

Brand: Alpina

Name: B3

Injuries

The frontal

passenger-

side inflators

could create

excessive
internal

pressure

Voluntary
measures:

Recall of the

product from

end users  
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Type/number of

model: Type: E46

Model: B3 3.3 EC

type-approval

number: B3S

Batch

number/Barcode:

The vehicles in

question were

manufactured from
May 1999 to August

2006.

OECD Portal

Category:

77000000 -
Automotive

Description:

Passenger car

Country of origin:

Germany

No pictures are

available

during air bag

deployment

after long-

term

exposure to
high absolute

humidity

environments.

In a worst

case
scenario, the

inflator may

rupture,

possibly

causing
injury. Even if

the inflator

does not

rupture, due

to the specific
design of the

frontal

passenger-

side airbag

module with

its integrated

inflator,
excessive

internal

pressure of

the inflator

could

potentially

result in an

increased risk

of airbag-

induced
injuries in a

deployment

event.

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 3 

A12/1229/14

Bulgaria Category: Clothing,

textiles and fashion

items

Product: Girls' t-

shirt top

Brand: Cirdy

Name: Unknown

Type/number of

model: Unknown

Batch

number/Barcode:

Unknown

OECD Portal

Category:
67000000 - Clothing

Description: Girls’

top intended for

small children up to

Injuries

The product

poses a risk

of injuries due

to the

presence of

shoulder

straps with
free ends,

which are too

long.

The product

does not
comply with

the relevant

European

standard EN

14682.

Compulsory

measures:

Withdrawal of
the product

from the

market  
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7 years of age as

well as older

children up to 14

years of age. On the

front there is an
embroidered

inscription "Jirdy

Dolls", a printed

pattern of a dog’s

head, a medallion

with a pendant in

the form of the letter

“C”, and glued

plastic stones.

Country of origin:

Turkey

Serious

risk

Consumer

products 4 

A12/1230/14

Bulgaria Category: Clothing,

textiles and fashion
items

Product: Girls’
dress

Brand: Cevval

Name: Unknown

Type/number of
model: N°: 77287

Batch

number/Barcode:
2777287000044

OECD Portal
Category: Clothing

Description: Girls'

turquoise coloured,
short-sleeved dress

with a zip at the
back, intended for
children up to 7

years of age. The
dress has a textile

Injuries

The product
poses a risk

of injuries due
to the

presence of a
long tie belt
which

protrudes
below the

lower hem of
the garment.

The product

does not
comply with

the relevant
European

standard EN
14682.

Compulsory

measures:
Ban on the

marketing of
the product

and any
accompanying

measures  
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belt intended to be

tied at the back. In
the waist area there

is a textile flower
attached with a

safety pin and also
some beads.
Around the neck

there are attached
pearls and a ribbon.

Country of origin:
Turkey

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 5 

A12/1231/14
Bulgaria Category: Clothing,

textiles and fashion
items

Product: Girls'
clothing set

Brand: AYCITY

Name: Unknown

Type/number of
model: N°:76580

Batch

number/Barcode:
2776580000041

OECD Portal

Category: Clothing

Description:

Children’s outfit
consisting of two
parts, a dress and a

bolero, intended for
small children up to

7 years of age. The
dress has a textile

belt attached to both

Injuries

The product
poses a risk

of injuries due
to the

presence of
the belt,
intended to be

tied at the
back, which is

too long and
when untied

hangs below
the lower

edge of the
garment.

The product

does not
comply with

the relevant
European
standard EN

14682.

Compulsory
measures:
Ban on the

marketing of
the product

and any
accompanying

measures  
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sides in the waist

area intended to be
tied at the back. Also

in the waist area,
there is an attached
veil fabric with flower

motifs and a textile
flower with a safety

pin.

Country of origin:
Turkey

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 6 

A12/1232/14

Bulgaria Category: Clothing,

textiles and fashion
items

Product: Girls'

dress

Brand: AYCITY

Name: Unknown

Type/number of

model: N°: 76251

Batch

number/Barcode:
27762510000042

OECD Portal

Category: Clothing

Description: Short-
sleeved dress

intended for children
up to 7 years of age.

The upper section of
the dress is white

with red dots, the
belt is white and the
lower section of the

dress is red with
white dots. The

dress has a zipper
at the back. In the

waist area there is a
textile butterfly

attached with a
safety pin and a

glued rhinestone.

Injuries

The product

poses a risk
of injuries due

to the
presence of

the belt,
intended to be

tied at the
back of the

garment,
which is too
long and

when untied
hangs below

the lower
edge of the

garment.

The product
does not

comply with
the relevant

European
standard EN

14682.

Compulsory

measures:
Ban on the

marketing of
the product

and any
accompanying
measures  
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Country of origin:
Turkey

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 7 

A12/1233/14

Bulgaria Category: Clothing,

textiles and fashion
items

Product: Children's
clothing set

Brand: Kağanim

Bebe

Name: Unknown

Type/number of
model: N°:76356

Batch
number/Barcode:
27763650000037

OECD Portal
Category:
67000000 - Clothing

Description:
Children’s outfit
consisting of two
parts, a dress and a

bolero, intended for
small children up to
7 years of age. The
upper section of the

dress is white and
the lower section is
red. There is a
button at the back
and around the neck

there are glued
sequins. The belt is
white with textile
flowers and pearls

attached to it. The
bolero is red with

Injuries

The product
poses a risk

of injuries due
to the
presence of a
belt intended
to be tied at

the back of
the garment
which is too
long and,

when untied,
it hangs
below the
lower edge of
the garment.

The product
does not

comply with
the relevant
European
standard EN
14682.

Compulsory

measures:
Ban on the
marketing of
the product

and any
accompanying
measures  
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short sleeves.

Country of origin:
Turkey

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 8 

A12/1234/14
Bulgaria Category: Clothing,

textiles and fashion

items

Product: Children's
clothing set

Brand: Quenny

Name: Unknown

Type/number of
model: P4-2124

Batch
number/Barcode:

Unknown

OECD Portal
Category:

67000000 - Clothing

Description:
Children’s clothing

set intended for girls
up to 7 years of age,
consisting of two
parts: a dress and a

bolero. Under the
frill in the chest area
there is attached
lace.The bolero has
short sleeves and

has been designed
with functional
cords.

Country of origin:
China

Strangulation

The product
poses a risk
of
strangulation

due to the
presence of
functional
cords in the

neck area.

The product
does not

comply with
the relevant
European
standard EN

14682.

Compulsory
measures:

Withdrawal of
the product
from the
market  
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Serious
risk

Consumer
products 9 

A12/1235/14
Bulgaria Category: Clothing,

textiles and fashion
items

Product: Girls'
dress

Brand: YES!DO

Name: Unknown

Type/number of
model: BM-42

Batch
number/Barcode:
Unknown

OECD Portal
Category:
67000000 - Clothing

Description: Girls'
summer dress
intended for small

children up to 7
years of age,
designed and made
of textile material
with dots in various

colours. On the
front, there is an
attached ribbon with
a rose in the middle

made of the same
fabric and some
glued plastic stones
in the form of the
inscription "Lovely".

Country of origin:
China

Injuries

The product

poses a risk
of injuries due
to the
presence of a

long tie belt
which
protrudes
below the

lower hem of
the garment.

The product

does not
comply with
the relevant
European
standard EN

14682.

Compulsory
measures:
Withdrawal of

the product
from the
market  
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Serious

risk

Consumer

products 10 
A12/1236/14

Bulgaria Category: Clothing,
textiles and fashion
items

Product: Girls' bikini

Brand: Fruit Juice

Name: Unknown

Type/number of
model: F610119

Batch
number/Barcode:
Unknown

OECD Portal
Category:
67000000 - Clothing

Description: Bikini
intended for girls
aged 7-14. The top
has been designed

with functional cords
with free ends to be
tied in the neck area
and functional cords
with free ends which

end in knots, and
are not secured
against unravelling,
which are to be tied

at the back. Both
parts of the set have
attached textile
labels.

Country of origin:
China

Injuries,
Strangulation

The product
poses a risk
of
strangulation

and injuries
due to the
presence of
functional
cords that are

to be tied in
the neck area
and at the
back.

The product
does not
comply with

the relevant
European
standard EN-
14682.

Compulsory
measures:
Withdrawal of

the product
from the
market  
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Serious
risk

Consumer
products 11 

A12/1237/14
Bulgaria Category: Clothing,

textiles and fashion

items

Product: Children's
trousers

Brand: Tommy
Hilfiger

Name: Unknown

Type/number of

model: CIF A
0897455

Batch

number/Barcode:
Unknown

OECD Portal
Category:
67000000 - Clothing

Description:
Children's trousers,
sizes 92 - 110 in
various colours:
black, dark blue,

light blue, yellow
and cherry colour; at
the front there is the
following inscription

"TH Hilfiger 1985";
the inside has a
sewn textile label.

Country of origin:
Turkey

THE PRODUCT
MAY BE
COUNTERFEIT. 

Injuries

The product
poses a risk
of injuries due
to the

presence of
unattached
drawstrings in
the waist

area.

The product
does not

comply with
the relevant
European
standard EN
14682.

Compulsory
measures:

Ban on the
marketing of
the product
and any
accompanying

measures  
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Serious
risk

Consumer
products 12 

A12/1239/14

Spain Category: Toys

Product: Set of toy
tools

Brand: Fantastiko

Name: Tool set

Type/number of
model: 6805-3

6805-4

Batch
number/Barcode:
8424345094371;
Ref. 9437; Batch:
10/2013;

OECD Portal
Category:
86000000 - Toys /
Games

Description: Set of
various tools: spirit
level, saw,
screwdriver, pliers,
monkey wrench,
hammer, etc in

various colours.
They all have
painted eyes and
some have a safety
helmet. Two nuts
and two bolts are
also provided. The
product comes in
plastic and

cardboard blister
packaging with
pictures of tools.

Country of origin:
China

Choking

The product
poses a risk
of choking

because
fragments of
the saw,
screwdriver

and hammer
can easily
break,
creating small
parts that may
be swallowed
by small

children.
Furthermore,
the nuts and
bolts are
small parts
that are
supplied
loose in the
blister

packaging.

The product
does not

comply with
the Toy Safety
Directive and
the relevant
European
standard EN
71-1.

Compulsory

measures:
Withdrawal of
the product
from the
market  
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Serious
risk

Consumer
products 13 

A12/1240/14
Germany Category: Electrical

appliances and
equipment

Product: Plug
adapter

Brand: InLine

Name: Netzadapter

Type/number of
model: Article No:
16705B, Serial No:
YL-2121

Batch
number/Barcode:
4043718101153

OECD Portal
Category:
78000000 -

Electrical Supplies

Description: Plug

adapter: USA
female plug, 2-pin,
to Euro (Schuko)
male.

Country of origin:
China

Electric shock

It is possible
for only one

pin of an
American
plug to be
inserted into
the plug
adapter. If the
plug adapter
is then
connected to

the electrical
power mains
socket, and
the user
touches the
exposed live
pin, the user
may be
electrocuted.

The product
does not

comply with
the relevant
national
standard.

Compulsory
measures:
Ban on the
marketing of
the product
and any
accompanying
measures,
Warning

consumers of
the risks,
Recall of the
product from
end users,
Destruction of
the product  

 

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 14 

A12/1241/14
Germany Category: Electrical

appliances and
equipment

Electric shock

It is possible

Compulsory
measures:
Warning
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Product: Plug
adapter

Brand: InLine

Name: Netzadapter

Type/number of
model: Article No:
16703, Serial No: YL
2215

Batch
number/Barcode:
4043718037308

OECD Portal
Category:
78000000 -
Electrical Supplies

Description: Plug
adapter: USA
female plug to Euro
(Schuko) male plug.

Country of origin:
China

for only one
pin of an
American

plug to be
inserted into
the plug
adapter. If the
plug adapter
is then
connected to
the electrical
power mains

socket, and
the user
touches the
exposed live
pin, the user
may be
electrocuted.

The product
does not
comply with
the relevant

national
standard.

consumers of
the risks,
Recall of the

product from
end users,
Destruction of
the product,
Ban on the
marketing of
the product
and any
accompanying

measures  

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 15 

A12/1242/14
Germany Category: Electrical

appliances and
equipment

Product: Plug
adapter

Brand: InLine

Name: Netzadapter

Type/number of
model: Type: YL-
3215, Art. No:
16722C

Batch
number/Barcode:
4043718199181

OECD Portal
Category:
78000000 -

Electrical Supplies

Description: Plug
adapter: IEC C14 to

USA female plug

Electric shock

It is possible
for only one

pin of an
American
plug to be
inserted into
the plug
adapter. If the
plug adapter
is then
connected to

the electrical
power mains
socket, and
the user
touches the
exposed live
pin, the user
may be
electrocuted.

The product
does not
comply with

the relevant
national

Compulsory
measures:
Warning
consumers of
the risks,
Recall of the
product from
end users,
Destruction of

the product,
Ban on the
marketing of
the product
and any
accompanying
measures  
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Country of origin:
China

standard.

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 16 

A12/1243/14
Spain Category:

Communication and
media equipment

Product: Hard disk
drive enclosure

Brand: KÖNIG

Name: 3.5" HDD
Enclosure

Type/number of
model: CMP-
MOBSTOR151

Batch
number/Barcode:
Unknown

OECD Portal
Category:
65000000 -
Computing

Description: HDD
enclosure set with a
power supply and a
USB cable,
packaged in a

cardboard box.

Country of origin:

China

Electric
shock,
Fire

The insulation
between the
primary and

secondary
circuits in the
power supply
is unsuitable,
with a risk of a
short circuit
occurring. The
product is not
sufficiently

resistant to
catching fire.

The product

does not
comply with
the
requirements
of the Low
Voltage
Directive.

Voluntary
measures:
Recall of the

product from
end users  

 

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 17 

A12/1244/14
Bulgaria Category: Clothing,

textiles and fashion
items

Product: Children's
T-shirt

Brand: Xia Lin Xing

Name: Sunny

Injuries

The product
poses a risk
of injuries due
to the
presence of

functional
cords,
unsecured
against

Compulsory
measures:
Withdrawal of

the product
from the
market  
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Type/number of
model: Art. No: 101,
Model: "SUNNY".

Batch
number/Barcode:
3136879381998278

OECD Portal
Category:
67000000 - Clothing

Description:
Children's T-shirt
supplied with two

functional cords with
free ends in the
sleeves, with a
length of about 200
mm. The front of the
T-shirt has a
colourful print of a
girl, flowers and
inscriptions:

”SWEET LOVE, Sun
kids club, happy
girls, Mode Baby
Childhood”.

Country of origin:
China

unravelling,
which are for
tying at the

bottom of the
sleeve.

The product

does not
comply with
the relevant
European
standard EN
14682.

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 18 

A12/1245/14

Bulgaria Category: Clothing,

textiles and fashion
items

Product: Children's
trousers

Brand: HENG.SHA

Name: Unknown

Type/number of
model: X-823

Batch
number/Barcode:
Unknown

OECD Portal
Category:
67000000 - Clothing

Description:
Children's trousers
with two front
pockets.

Injuries

The product
poses a risk

of injuries due
to the
presence of
cords which
hang below
the lower hem
of the
garment.

The product
does not
comply with
the relevant

European
standard EN
14682.

Voluntary

measures:
Withdrawal of
the product
from the
market  
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Country of origin:
China

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 19 

A12/1246/14
Bulgaria Category: Clothing,

textiles and fashion
items

Product: Children's
clothing set

Brand: BORDO

Name: Unknown

Type/number of
model: Y-2001

Batch

number/Barcode:
Unknown

OECD Portal

Category:
67000000 - Clothing

Description:

Children’s clothing
set in two parts,
consisting of a
dress and a bolero,
for young children
aged 7. The dress
is equipped with
shoulder straps.
The front is

stamped with an
image of a fairy and
flowers; with the
following inscription:
"MSIS smiling face".
The bolero has
short sleeves and is
equipped with
functional cords to

be tied at the front in
the chest area. The
front of the bolero is
embroidered with
the inscription:
"Mark".

Injuries

The product
poses a risk
of injuries due
to the
presence of
drawstrings in
the chest and

waist area.

The product
does not

comply with
the relevant
European
standard EN
14682.

Compulsory
measures:
Withdrawal of
the product
from the

market  
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Country of origin:
Unknown

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 20 

A12/1247/14

Greece Category: Motor

vehicles

Product: Passenger

car

Brand: VW

Name: Tiguan

Type/number of
model: Type 5N1
Tiguan, EC type
approval
e1*2001/116*0450*

Batch
number/Barcode:
Vehicles with 1.4l

TSI engine
produced from
04.10.2007 to
31.10.2008 are
affected.

OECD Portal
Category:
77000000 -
Automotive

Description:
Passenger car

Country of origin:
Germany

No pictures are
available

Injuries

The vacuum
pipe can slip

off the intake
manifold
connection.
This can
affect the
braking
assistance.

Voluntary

measures:
Recall of the
product from
end users  
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Serious
risk

Consumer
products 21 

A12/1248/14
Greece Category: Motor

vehicles

Product: Passenger
car

Brand: Hyundai

Name: Coupe GK

Type/number of
model: Model
Coupe GK

Batch
number/Barcode:
The recall affects

vehicles sold from
01-07-2002 to 30-
06-2004 which have
been modified by
the distributor with
the addition of a
specific "turbo" kit.

OECD Portal
Category:
77000000 -
Automotive

Description:
Passenger car

Country of origin:
Republic of Korea

No pictures are
available

Injuries

Blockage of
the purge
control valve
can cause the
ejection of the
motor oil
dipstick. This
can affect the
safe

operation of
the motor
vehicle.

Compulsory
measures:
Recall of the
product from
end users  

 

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 22 

A12/1249/14
Greece Category: Motor

vehicles

Product: Passenger
car

Brand: Chevrolet

Name: Cruze and
Orlando

Type/number of
model: MY2014
Chevrolet Cruze
1.4T Gasoline A/T &
M/T,
MY2013 & MY2014
Chevrolet Cruze 1.8
Gasoline AT & M/T,
MY2013 & MY2014

Chevrolet Orlando
A/T & M/T

Batch

number/Barcode:
The affected

Injuries

The right-
hand
driveshaft
may break in
the neck area.
If this
happens the

vehicle will
not be able to
accelerate.

Voluntary
measures:
Recall of the
product from
end users  
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vehicles were built
between 22 October
2012 and 10
December 2013,
with VIN ranges as

follows: Chevrolet
Cruze: DK063921 –
EK558271;
Chevrolet Orlando:
DK059483 –
EK553116.

OECD Portal
Category:
77000000 -
Automotive

Description:
Passenger car

Country of origin:
Republic of Korea

No pictures are
available

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 23 

A12/1250/14
Slovenia Category: Toys

Product: Plastic doll

Brand: Hai Sheng
Toys

Name: Dolce
Mamma

Type/number of

model: AP1209-
2/12N2

Batch
number/Barcode:
Date of production
jan.01, 2012, EAN
8010380366971

OECD Portal
Category:
86000000 - Toys /
Games

Description: Plastic
doll with child, horse
and accessories for
hairdressing.

Country of origin:
China

Chemical

The product
poses a
chemical risk
because the
green shoes
of the doll

contain 7.1 %
by weight of
bis (2-
ethylhexyl)
phthalate
(DEHP) and
4.9% by
weight of di-
isononyl-

phthalate
(DINP).

According to

the REACH
Regulation,
phthalates
DEHP, DBP
and BBP are
prohibited in
all toys and
childcare
articles, while

phthalates
DINP, DIDP
and DNOP
are prohibited
when the toy
or the
childcare
article can be
placed in the

Voluntary
measures:
Withdrawal of
the product

from the
market  
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mouth by
children.

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 24 

A12/1251/14
Slovenia Category: Toys

Product: Plastic doll

Brand: Dakechao
Toys

Name: Monika

Type/number of
model: ITEM MX166-

2/6

Batch
number/Barcode:

1256/171021585,
EAN
8033765694087

OECD Portal
Category:
86000000 - Toys /
Games

Description: Plastic
doll with purse,
shoes and dress.

Country of origin:
China

Chemical

The product
poses a
chemical risk
because the
plastic
material of the
red shoes of

the doll
contains 5.9
% by weight of
bis (2-
ethylhexyl)
phthalate
(DEHP), 0.16
% by weight of
dibutyl

phthalate
(DBP) and
and 10 % by
weight of di-
isononyl-
phthalate
(DINP), while
the plastic
material of the

orange shoes
of the doll
contains 9.1
% by weight of
bis (2-
ethylhexyl)
phthalate
(DEHP), 0.23
% dibutyl

phthalate
(DBP) and 3.1
% by weight of
di-isononyl-
phthalate
(DINP).

According to
the REACH
Regulation,
the phthalates
DEHP, DBP

and BBP are
prohibited in
all toys and
childcare

Voluntary
measures:
Withdrawal of
the product
from the

market  
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articles, while
phthalates
DINP, DIDP
and DNOP
are prohibited

in toys or
childcare
articles that
can be placed
in the mouth
by children.

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 25 

A12/1252/14

Bulgaria Category: Clothing,

textiles and fashion
items

Product: Children's

trousers

Brand: Aloni

Name: Unknown

Type/number of
model: Unknown

Batch
number/Barcode:
Unknown

OECD Portal
Category:
67000000 - Clothing

Description: Grey
leisure trousers for
small children up to
7 years of age,
designed with a
functional cord in

the waist. Both legs
have sewn edges in
light grey and white;
on the front under
the left pocket there
is a printed logo
with the brand
name.

Country of origin:
Turkey

Injuries

The product
poses a risk
of injuries due

to the
presence of a
non-fixed,
functional
drawstring in
the waist
area.

The product
does not
comply with
the relevant
European

standard EN
14682.

Compulsory

measures:
Ban on the
marketing of
the product
and any
accompanying
measures  
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Serious
risk

Consumer
products 26 

A12/1253/14
Germany Category: Clothing,

textiles and fashion
items

Product: Ladies'
sandals

Brand: Lisanne
comfort

Name: Unknown

Type/number of
model: Article No:
0925126

Batch
number/Barcode:
4039653420824

OECD Portal
Category:
63000000 -
Footwear

Description: Ladies’
sandals with black
uppers decorated
with ornamental
stitching and
rhinestones, beige
lining, beige leather
insoles and brown
soles.

Country of origin:
China

Chemical

The product
poses a
chemical risk
because the
leather in the
tested
sample
contains up to
17 mg/kg of
Chromium
(VI).

Chromium
(VI) is
classified as
sensitising
and may
trigger allergic
reactions.

Voluntary
measures:
Ban on the
marketing of
the product
and any
accompanying
measures  

Compulsory
measures:
Ban on the
marketing of

the product
and any
accompanying
measures  

 

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 27 

A12/1254/14
Germany Category: Clothing,

textiles and fashion
items

Product: Ladies'
sandals

Brand: Lisanne
Comfort

Name: Damen

Chemical

The product
poses a
chemical risk
because it
contains
Chromium
(VI)
(measured

Compulsory
measures:
Ban on the
marketing of
the product
and any
accompanying
measures  
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Komfort Pantolette
("ladies' comfort

sandals")

Type/number of

model: Unknown

Batch
number/Barcode:

Label:
4039653419750; ,
Sticker on shoe:
4039653419415

OECD Portal
Category:
63000000 -
Footwear

Description: Ladies'
sandals, dark brown
upper with
decorative stitching
and embroidery,
brown lining, brown
leather insole and
brown synthetic
outer sole stamped.

Country of origin:
China

values: up to
5.7 mg/kg).

Chromium
(VI) is
classified as
sensitising
and may
trigger allergic
reactions.

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 28 

A12/1255/14
Spain Category: Clothing,

textiles and fashion

items

Product: Girls'
swimsuit

Brand: Rosso KiD's

Name: Unknown

Type/number of
model: XS0014
(size 12 months)

Batch
number/Barcode:
Unknown

OECD Portal
Category:
67000000 - Clothing

Injuries,
Strangulation

The product
poses a risk
of

strangulation
and injuries
due to the
presence of
halter neck
cords and
cords in the
waist area
which are too
long.

The product
does not
comply with
the relevant
European

Compulsory
measures:

Withdrawal of
the product
from the
market  
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Description: Girls'
swimsuit for

children of 12
months. The
product is offered for
sale without
packaging. The
girls' swimsuit has
blue functional
cords, while the
body is white with
decorative motifs in
various colours.

Country of origin:
Unknown

standard EN
14682.

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 29 

A12/1256/14
Hungary Category: Clothing,

textiles and fashion
items

Product: Girls'
cardigan

Brand: Feng Da

Name: Unknown

Type/number of
model: K 168

Batch
number/Barcode:
Unknown

OECD Portal
Category:
67000000 - Clothing

Description:
Patterned, buttoned,
knitted white and
red cardigan with a
hood and two
pockets. The hood
includes non-fixed
drawstrings with
free ends.Size: 4-14.

Country of origin:
Unknown

Strangulation

The product
poses a risk
of
strangulation
because of
the presence
of functional
cords with
free ends in
the hood.

The product
does not
comply with
the relevant
European
standard EN
14682.

Compulsory
measures:
Withdrawal of
the product
from the
market,
Recall of the
product from
end users  
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Serious
risk

Consumer
products 30 

A12/1257/14
Germany Category: Motor

vehicles

Product: Passenger
car

Brand: Toyota

Name: Highlander

Type/number of
model: Unknown

Batch
number/Barcode:
The vehicles in
question were
produced between
19 March 2013 and
30 August 2013.

OECD Portal
Category:
77000000 -
Automotive

Description:
Passenger car

Country of origin:
United States

No pictures are
available

Injuries

The rivet
fastening of
the seat-
locking

mechanism
for the left
second-row
seat may be
defective and
could cause
the locking
mechanism
to fail in the
event of an
accident.

Voluntary
measures:
Recall of the

product from
end users  

 

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 31 

A12/1258/14
Portugal Category:

Cosmetics

Product: Skin
lightening product

Brand: Caro

Name: Caro Light -
Lightening oil

Type/number of

Chemical

The product
poses a
chemical risk
because it
contains the
ingredient
hydroquinone,
as declared
on the label,

Compulsory
measures:
Import
rejected at
border  
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model: Unknown

Batch
number/Barcode:
Batch number:
L5B92778;

Expiration and
manufacturing
dates: - F:12/13; -
E:12/15.

OECD Portal
Category:
53000000 - Beauty /
Personal Care /
Hygiene

Description: Orange
plastic bottle with
gold, green, white
and black
characters and an
orange cap. Volume
50 ml.

Country of origin:
Democratic
Republic of Congo

 

the use of
which is
prohibited in

cosmetics
and personal
hygiene
products.

The product
does not
comply with
the Cosmetic
Product
Regulation.

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 32 

A12/1259/14
Portugal Category:

Cosmetics

Product: Skin
lightening product

Brand: Caro

Name: Caro Light -
Lightening Beauty
Cream

Type/number of
model: Unknown

Batch
number/Barcode:
Batch number
L8B069163

OECD Portal
Category:
53000000 - Beauty /
Personal Care /
Hygiene

Description: Orange
plastic bottle with
orange cap and

Chemical

The product
poses a
chemical risk
because it
contains the
ingredient
hydroquinone,

as declared
on the label,
the use of
which is
prohibited in
cosmetics
and personal
hygiene
products.

The product
does not
comply with
the Cosmetic
Products
Regulation.

Compulsory
measures:
Import
rejected at
border  
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white characters.
Volume 500 ml.
Expiration and

manufacturing
dates: - F:19/06; -
E:19/06/2016.

Country of origin:
Democratic
Republic of Congo

Serious
risk

Consumer
products 33 

A12/1260/14
Cyprus Category: Clothing,

textiles and fashion
items

Product: Girls'
dress

Brand: L' ANGELOT
FASHION

Name: Unknown

Type/number of
model: 611

Batch
number/Barcode:
Unknown

OECD Portal
Category:
67000000 - Clothing

Description: Halter-
neck dress in
orange colour,
intended for girls up
to 8 years old.

Country of origin:
China

Strangulation

The dress
poses a risk
of
strangulation
due to the
presence of
functional

cords in the
neck area.

The product
does not
comply with
the relevant
European
standard EN
14682.

Compulsory
measures:
Withdrawal of
the product
from the

market  
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Other

risk
level

Consumer

products 34 
A11/0070/14

Germany Category: Electrical
appliances and
equipment

Product: Laser
lamp

Brand: Firefly

Name: The Little
Laser Lamp

Type/number of
model: LDH-FFY-
450

Batch
number/Barcode:
858897002023

OECD Portal
Category:
78000000 -
Electrical Supplies

Description:
Polyhedral laser
lamp for use
indoors or outdoors
(for parties etc.).

Battery-powered (4 x
1.5 V AAA) and AC-
powered (AC
adapter:
YT03030AD).
Technical data:
laser class 3R, < 5
mW, wavelength
440-460 nm. The
AC adapter is
intended for use
with an American
socket outlet.

Damage to
sight,
Electric shock

The laser
radiation
could cause

damage to
sight.

The pins of

the AC-
adaptor do
not have the
correct
dimensions
which could
lead to a risk
of electric
shock.

The product
does not
comply with
the
requirements
of the Low
Voltage
Directive.

Compulsory
measures:
Import

rejected at
border  
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Country of origin:
United States


